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Abstract
A Bhaskar Rao design, i.e., a BRD(v; k; ), is formed by signing the v by b incidence matrix
of a BIBD(v; k; ) so that the inner product of any two distinct rows is 0. It is proved in the
literature that such designs exist for k=4 with 28 possible exceptions. In this paper, we show that
a BRD is equivalent to a special kind of group divisible design (GDD). By using the knowledge
of GDDs, we resolve the open cases of BRD(v; 4; ) and complete the spectrum problem on
their existence.
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1. Introduction
A balanced incomplete block design (BIBD), or a BIBD(v; b; r; k; ), consists of a
set, say V, with v elements, a collection, B, of b subsets (or blocks) of V, such that
every element appears in r blocks, each block contains k elements, and each pair of
elements of V are together in  blocks. Duplicated or identical blocks are allowed.
All BIBDs necessarily satisfy
vr = bk; (1)
(v− 1) = r(k − 1) (2)
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and we will follow normal custom and just use the parameters (v; k; ). With ele-
ments and blocks labelled arbitrarily, we form the incidence matrix of a BIBD as a
{0; 1}-valued matrix whose (i; j)th entry is 1 if the ith element of V is in block j and
is 0 otherwise. We do not distinguish between a design and its incidence matrix. If N
is the incidence matrix of a BIBD and NT its transpose, then
NNT = (r − )I +  J:
Here, as usual, I is the identity matrix and J is the matrix whose entries are all 1’s.
A Bhaskar Rao design (BRD), or BRD(v; k; ), is a {0; 1;−1}-valued matrix X such
that:
1. XX T has diagonal elements equal to r and oF diagonal elements equal to 0, or equiv-
alently, XX T = rI ; and
2. if the minus ones in X are changed to +1, then a BIBD(v; k; ) is the result.
Bhaskar Rao [2,3] called these designs balanced orthogonal designs. Since then,
BRDs have been the subject of considerable study. See also [5,6,8–10,12,14–18] and
the references therein. Seberry [16] was the Irst to prove that the necessary condi-
tions are suJcient for the existence of BRD(v; 3; ). The existence of BRD(v; 4; ) has
previously been fairly well studied. de Launey and Seberry [9] solved the existence
problem for ¿ 2 with just 7 exceptions on the values v∈{28; 34; 39}. These values
were resolved in [12]. Existence for BRD(v; 4; 2) with v ≡ 1 (mod 6) was also shown
in [12], and for BRD(v; 4; 2) with v ≡ 4 (mod 6) was studied in [10], where existence
was shown with at most 28 possible exceptions, plus two deInite exceptions. For v=4,
no design exists unless  ≡ 0 (mod 4) [9]. Also, no BRD(10; 4; 2) exists [7]. We may
summarize these results as follows.
Theorem 1.1. A BRD(4; 4; ) exists i9  ≡ 0 (mod 4). For v¿ 4, the necessary
conditions for a BRD(v; 4; ), namely that  ≡ 0 (mod 2) and (v − 1) ≡
0 (mod 3), are su;cient with the de<nite exception of a BRD(10; 4; 2) and 28 further
possible exceptions for BRD(v; 4; 2); these possible exceptions are listed in
Table 1.
In this paper, we shall resolve the open values listed in Table 1. This completes
the spectrum problem on the existence of BRD(v; 4; ). For the general background on
design theory, the reader is referred to [1].
Table 1
Values of v for which no BRD(v; 4; 2) is constructed
(4) (10) 22 28 34 40 46 58 70 82
94 118 130 142 154 178 190 202 214 238
262 274 298 310 322 334 370 382 418 430
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2. Equivalent designs
In this section, we shall show that a Bhaskar Rao Design is equivalent to a special
group divisible design (GDD). We then show that some of the unsolved values of v
in Table 1 can be settled because their equivalent GDD exist.
The following equivalent deInition for BRDs is well known.
Denition 2.1. A Bhaskar Rao Design is a v by b array whose nonzero entries are
drawn from the cyclic group G = Z2 so that:
1. each row contains precisely r nonzero entries;
2. each column contains precisely k nonzero entries; and
3. for any pair of distinct rows (x1; x2; : : : ; xb) and (y1; y2; : : : ; yb), the list x1y−11 ;
x2y−12 ; : : : ; xby
−1
b contains every element of G exactly =2 times.
Denition 2.2. A (K; )-GDD is a triple, (X;G;B), where X is a set of v points, G
is a partition of X into g groups, G1; G2; : : : ; Gg, and B is a set of blocks, with the
property that every pair of points from diFerent groups appears in  blocks, and every
pair of points from the same group appears in no blocks. Furthermore, every block of
B has a size in the list K . The vector (|G1|; |G2|; : : : ; |Gg|) of group sizes is known as
the group type, and is often written using exponential notation, with the parentheses
omitted.
The incidence matrix, N , of a (K; )-GDD has the property that every oF-diagonal
element of NNT is either  or zero (the diagonal need not be constant).
When K = {k}, we simply write k for K . When =1, we simply write K-GDD for
a (K; )-GDD. A (k; )-GDD with group type 1v is just a BIBD(v; k; ).
Bose Irst introduced the method of mixed di9erence to construct GDDs [4]. Given
positive integers n and v, let Iv = {1; 2; : : : ; v} and X = Iv × Zn. The points of X are
denoted by (a; b). A (k; )-GDD of type nv based on point set X having group set
G = {{i} × Zn : i∈ Iv} and block set B is said to be n-cyclic (see [13]), if for any
B∈B, adding 1 successively to the second component of each point of B modulo n
always gives n distinct blocks of B (such a GDD is also called a GD∗(k; ; n; nv) in
[21]).
We now give a one-to-one correspondence between a BRD(v; k; ) and a 2-cyclic
(k; =2)-GDD of type 2v. Let us label the elements of Z2 as {0; 1}. For each column
(x1; x2; : : : ; xv)T of the BRD(v; k; ), we associate a base block B of the GDD by adding,
for every nonzero xi ∈ (x1; x2; : : : ; xv)T, either (i; 0) or (i; 1) to B depending on whether
xi=1 or −1. These base blocks are then developed by adding 1 to the second component
modulo 2. It is easy to verify that the object created is indeed a 2-cyclic (k; =2)-GDD
of type 2v. Clearly this construction is also reversible. We state the result as a theorem.
Theorem 2.3. A BRD(v; k; ) is equivalent to a 2-cyclic (k; =2)-GDD of type 2v.
It is clear that this theorem can be interpreted as the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.4. A BRD(v; k; ) is equivalent to a (k; =2)-GDD of type 2v with an auto-
morphism of order 2, which acts regularly on the points and semi-regularly on the
blocks.
Lemma 2.5. A BRD(v; 4; 2) exists for any v∈{22; 28; 34; 40; 46; 58}.
Proof. For each v∈{22; 28; 34; 58}, a (4; 1)-GDD of type 2v was constructed in [20,
Lemma 8.10], where the point set be X =Z2v, the group set be G={G0; G1; : : : ; Gv−1};
Gi={i; i+v}; 06 i6 v−1, and the block set be B={B+2j : B∈A; 06 j6 v−1}
with base blocks A=
⋃1
i=0 {{i; x; y; z} : {x; y; z}∈ Si}. For each A, the corresponding
S0 and S1 are listed there. Since v is even and the point set is a cyclic group, it is easy
to see this design has an automorphism of order 2 (generated by +vmod 2v), which
acts regularly on the points and semi-regularly on the blocks. Hence, by Theorem 2.4
we have a BRD(v; 4; 2) as required.
For each v∈{40; 46}, we can similarly construct a (4; 1)-GDD of type 2v. Here, we
list the required base blocks below, which are developed by +2 mod 2v.
v= 40: {2; 32; 47; 78}; {1; 22; 54; 77}; {1; 37; 39; 53}; {1; 21; 31; 64};
{2; 11; 33; 45}; {1; 4; 46; 60}; {2; 55; 60; 62}; {2; 63; 64; 69};
{1; 24; 30; 40}; {2; 28; 35; 67}; {1; 9; 27; 78}; {2; 10; 54; 73};
{2; 3; 14; 27}:
v= 46 : {2; 34; 41; 89}; {1; 7; 46; 50}; {2; 4; 26; 27}; {2; 28; 31; 78};
{2; 11; 53; 88}; {1; 25; 52; 85}; {2; 40; 75; 84}; {1; 12; 29; 81};
{2; 63; 64; 76}; {2; 16; 74; 87}; {2; 7; 23; 33}; {1; 37; 71; 91};
{2; 58; 66; 77}; {2; 29; 54; 91}; {1; 5; 19; 34}:
3. Main results
In order to obtain our main results, we need to employ the recursive techniques
developed in [5,12]. For the convenience of the reader, we will restate these ba-
sic methods here. In Chaudhry et al. [5], the powerful recursive construction, known
as Wilson’s fundamental construction [19], or WFC, was adapted from group
divisible designs, or GDDs, to the analogous Bhaskar Rao type designs, or
BRGDDs.
Denition 3.1. A (K; ) Bhaskar Rao GDD, or BRGDD, is deIned by its {0;−1;+1}-
valued incidence matrix, X , which has the property that if we replace all the minus ones
by plus ones, then the resulting matrix, N , is the incidence matrix of a (K; )-GDD.
Furthermore, every oF-diagonal element of XX T is zero. We use the group type of the
underlying GDD as the group type of the BRGDD.
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We now give the variant of WFC for Bhaskar Rao GDDs.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose we have a master (K ′; 1)-GDD with group type G=(|G1|; : : : ;
|Gg|). Suppose w(x) is a positive weighting function de<ned for each point of the
master design. For each block B = {b1; : : : ; bk′}, assume that we have an ingredient
(K; 2)-BRGDD with a group type vector of W (B) = (w(b1); : : : ; w(bk′)). Then there
is a (K; 12)-BRGDD with group type
W (G) =

∑
x∈G1
w(x); : : : ;
∑
x∈Gg
w(x)

 :
We next look at Illing in the groups of the BRGDD.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that we have a (k; )-BRGDD with group type G = (|G1|;
|G2|; : : : ; |Gg|), and for the <rst group, we have a BRD(|G1| + w; k; ), whilst for
the remaining groups we have a BRD(|Gi| + w; k; ) that is missing a BRD(w; k; )
subdesign, then we have a BRD(v + w; k; ), where v =
∑
i |Gi|, which contains a
BRD(|G1|+ w; k; ) subdesign.
Remark 3.4. Every BRD(v; k; ) has a BRD(w; k; ) subdesign if w = 0 or 1: these
trivial subdesigns contain no blocks.
The following result comes from [10, Table 8].
Lemma 3.5. There exists a BRD(16; 4; 2) missing a BRD(4; 4; 2) subdesign.
The following construction is taken from [5, Theorem 3.4].
Lemma 3.6. If n is a power of 2 and k6 2n, then a (k; 2)-BRGDD of type nk exists.
We will employ the following results on 4-GDDs of type 6um1 coming from [11].
Lemma 3.7. A 4-GDD of type 6n91 exists for any n¿ 4.
Lemma 3.8. If n¿ 4, then a BRD(12n+ 22; 4; 2) exists.
Proof. For each n¿ 4, a 4-GDD of type 6n91 exists from Lemma 3.7; use this as
a master in Theorem 3.2, with a (4; 2)-BRGDD of type 24 given by Lemma 3.6 as
ingredient to obtain a (4; 2)-BRGDD of type 12n181. By Theorem 3.3, we may Ill
this using 4 inInite points, using the BRD(16; 4; 2) missing a BRD(4; 4; 2) subdesign
coming from Lemma 3.5 for all groups but one, and a BRD(22; 4; 2) coming from
Lemma 2.5 for the Inal group to obtain our design.
Now, we are in a position to state our main result.
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Theorem 3.9. A BRD(4; 4; ) exists i9  ≡ 0 (mod 4). For v¿ 4, the necessary con-
ditions for a BRD(v; 4; ), namely that  ≡ 0 (mod 2) and (v − 1) ≡ 0 (mod 3), are
su;cient with the de<nite exception of a BRD(10; 4; 2).
Proof. Combine Theorem 1.1, Lemmas 2.5 and 3.8, the conclusion then follows.
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